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Venezia, anni ’60 del secolo scorso. Un ventenne gira per
la città. non è un turista. È un giovane veneziano solitario
che percorre le calli, i campielli, la Piazza guardandosi
attorno con occhi attenti e curiosi. Ogni tanto qualcosa,
o per meglio dire, qualcuno, cattura la sua attenzione,
allora si ferma e coglie quell’attimo in uno scatto.
Quegli scatti appartengono a pieno titolo al filone della
street photography, che in quegli anni vedeva protagonisti
grandi maestri come Willy Ronis, henry Cartier-Bresson,
Robert doisneau e, aVenezia, molti esponenti del Circolo
la Gondola. 
in quelle immagini ritroviamo l’operosità dei veneziani
con le loro botteghe artigiane e i negozi di quartiere, 
il vociare dei bambini che giocano nei campi, i volti antichi
dei vecchi che l’attraversano senza timore di essere
travolti da una massa indisciplinata e irrispettosa di turisti,
la vivacità del mercato di Rialto e degli amori esibiti per
strada, il silenzio degli angoli più nascosti. 
sono attimi di vita quotidiana rubati, nessuno è in posa,
le persone vengono colte senza che si accorgano di
essere riprese, mentre lavorano, passeggiano, si divertono,
leggono il giornale, sferruzzano al sole, si riposano su una
panchina. Mentre vivono, insomma.
le immagini ci ricordano una città viva, ma soprattutto
vera, non quel parco di divertimenti pacchiano e
grottesco che ci ritroviamo a subire da troppi anni.
Perché, come ha scritto Jean-Pierre laffont, grandissimo
street photographer, “le fotografie congelano nel tempo
momenti decisivi per un’analisi futura”. ed è l’analisi che
questo libro ci invita a fare, per salvare oltre che le pietre,
come si augura l’autore, anche i suoi abitanti.

Annalisa Bruni

Andrea Grandese, classe 1946, 
nasce a Rialto, risiede a Cannaregio,
veneziano doc, madre di Burano e
padre di Rialto, liceo classico, laurea
in sociologia a trento.
dopo molte e differenti esperienze
lavorative e creative si trasforma 
infine in editore, prima veneziano e

poi internazionale, collaborando con le più importanti
case editrici di libri illustrati e d’arte del mondo. solitario,
schivo, lontano dal potere in tutte le sue forme, tranne
quelle che il suo pessimo carattere non riesce a evitare,
vive da sempre a Venezia, da cui è fuggito continuamente
cercando di dimenticarne il progressivo degrado e in cui,
nonostante tutto, è sempre ritornato.
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introduction

A little while ago in Campo Santa Maria Formosa I happened to
look at the plaque that is just to the left of the chemist’s; it
commemorates the fact that Sebastiano Venier, the victor at the
Battle of Lepanto once lived in that beautiful Gothic palazzetto. 
My thoughts then inevitably went to the great sea battle in 1571,
then the siege of Famagusta, which was the contingent cause, and
finally the terrible end the Venetian commander of the fortress,
Marcantonio Bragadin came to, being flayed alive by the Turks after
the surrender. Standing in front of the plaque I thought how
beautiful Venice is, how many monuments and works of art it has,
and just how interwoven it is with history, but I also reflected on
how much fatigue, how much suffering and pain that huge
patrimony had cost; in other words, just how much blood had to
flow to make Venice what it is. That’s something you never really
think about.

Suddenly a paradoxical question sprang to mind: had it actually
been worth it? If Sebastiano Venier had known what was going to
happen to Venice, would he have fought at Lepanto? If the
thousands of sailors, sea captains, merchants, bàili, and doges who
risked their lives and wealth for centuries in order to make their city
great had known, would they have done it anyway? All that effort
for what?  To make Venice a receptacle for Bed & Breakfasts? For
hotels? For snack bars and sandwich bars? To see it transformed
into a souk full of trivial junk? To see it battered by the wave
movement and offended by the Big Ships? To find a city full of old
people and without its inhabitants? To see it submit to the uncouth
expectations of the tourist masses wearing flip-flops, smelling of sun
cream, transforming it into a trashy postcard of itself? What a huge
waste of beauty, what a misuse of history!

Andrea Grandese must have thought something similar since, in his

introduction to this photography book, after having remembered all
those who made Venice great and beautiful, he writes: “If we think
about them and what they did and constructed we have no choice
but to admit, that for centuries “we Venetians” have been living off
the patrimony we have accumulated, that, either by destiny,
astuteness or chance we have not yet managed to squander. This is
a patrimony that is so huge it goes beyond history and not even
history has managed to destroy it.

As you will have already guessed, I am more pessimistic: the capital
has deteriorated and been deprived of meaning, so it is worse than
dilapidated. Those who had gold in their hands have turned it into
shoddy metal, and even though they are earning heaps of money,
the city actually has no future and there is no way back. Of course,
a city is made up of houses, streets, squares and monuments but
above all, it is made up of the people who live there, who animate
it, who perpetuate the language and traditions, and guarantee its
preservation, and perhaps also transformations, but following in the
path of the very culture that produced it. Inhabitants are like the
lymph of trees that are growing: the branches are transformed, the
leaves change but the tree remains the same. If, however, day after
day in Venice there are more tourists than residents, they are the
people ”living there” and everything takes on a different meaning.
Take the Redentore today, for example, what does it have to do
with the real Redentore? The exterior is the same, a sly evocation
for touristic purposes, but the serenity and magic of what the “most
famous” night once used to be, with the faint lights of paper
lanterns peeping out from the branches decorating hundreds of
tiny boats, with the smell of [the traditional Venetian dishes] pasta e
fagioli, sardine in saòr and ànara in pevaràda, are all obliterated by
loads of alcohol, rumbling multi-storey motorboats from all over the
northern Adriatic, and a huge floating disco. 

When did it all change? Grandese is asking himself the same
question but the answer is implicit in the decision to publish a
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photography book of the Sixties. This is not just because Grandese
was young then, looking for more than just a mere photograph with
his reflex - perhaps which path he should follow, perhaps himself.
And neither is it because when one’s eyes grow old and are maybe
veiled with melancholy, that one likes to go back and see images of
the past, which are somehow richer and more pregnant with
meaning in black and white, freeing them from the distraction of
colour so one concentrates more on the essence of the actual
objects. No, there is another reason. That was still the Venice that
Sebastiano Venier would have thought it was right to fight for! 
For sure, it was no longer the powerful, proud Serenissima Republic,
which had fallen around two centuries earlier, and not because of
Napoleon but because it was intrinsically exhausted, let’s say it was
more rotten than old; but it was still the city of Venetians, which was
still sort of the same as the first one, and one our Sebastiano would
have identified with, mutatis mutandis. He would have understood,
and he would have been able to live there.
The city was poor but had dignity. The photos evoke faces and
clothes that were similar to those in certain towns in the south
before the war; the children who are diving off the bridges or
playing on the well-heads and in the squares look like ragamuffins,
the shops are mostly artisan ones, with the tools of the trade and
benches often out on the street, but the real difference to today
can be seen in the ones we now call ‘tourism operators’.

There’s the caramelised fruit seller under the colonnade of the
Doge’s Palace, wearing a sort of white apron, with her shopping
bag, slippers and compression stockings; there’s the woman selling
little windmills, wearing a checked skirt and a sad expression on her
face as if she has just finished working in the fields and has a second
job to help make ends meet; there is a stall owner (only one! In
front of the Danieli!) with sunburnt skin and a straw hat, looking like
a fisherman who has been dried by the sun, and he might be; there
is a gentleman with a paper hat on his head selling some kind of
bits and bobs, perhaps small toys or small pieces of glass.

Lots of people still row; in the boat yards the working boats are
small patched up wooden topi, and lots of the gondoliers seem
completely different from their descendants nowadays: they look
undoubtedly scruffy and in Bacino Orseolo they are hanging around
waiting for the odd client, wrapped up in frayed black sailor suits.
No tattoos, no gym, no gold necklaces, no sunglasses suitable for
snow-covered glaciers, no Pantani-style, or even worse, Berlusconi-
style bandanas. The photos evoke a soundtrack that is light years
away from vulgarity and crudeness.

If one looks closely, one can see the reasons for this difference in
the numerous long shots interspersed in the six sections of the
book: there aren’t any tourists, or if there are, you can count them
on one hand! It wasn’t done deliberately by the photographer –
there just weren’t any. In the alleyways, the squares, along the
fondamente, on the bridges, along the canals, there are almost only
Venetians, and there is even a photo that shows a crowd in Saint
Mark’s Square, and looking more closely you can see that it’s full of
children dressed up for Carnival, surrounded by a retinue of
parents, aunts and uncles. Today it is impossible to walk in the city
and if the tourists were to suddenly disappear miraculously at the
snap of your fingers leaving behind only the Venetians, the city
would be deserted.

I don’t want to offer a paean to dignified poverty: tourism bought
with it not only wellbeing and wealth but also degradation and
vulgarity; the words Dante uses in the 16th Canto of Inferno when
he replies to Jacopo Rusticucci who has asked him why Florence is
corrupt could have been written for Venice: “The new inhabitants
and the sudden gains, /  Pride and extravagance have in thee
engendered, /  Florence, so that thou weep’st thereat
already!”  Unless counterbalanced by sensitivity and culture, easy
money leads to excess and ostentation that reflect heavily on the
general tone of a city. 
Up to a point, this process of creating tourist facilities was slow, and
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landowners, excellent courtesans and extraordinary artists,
grandiose architects and prolific writers, innovative musicians and
liberal thinkers on the run. Men and women who were used to not
owing anybody anything, protected by the total independence of
the wise, most serene city. 
If we think about them and what they did and what they
constructed, we have no choice but to admit, that for centuries 
“we Venetians” have been living off the patrimony we have
accumulated, that, either by destiny, astuteness or chance we have
not yet managed to squander. I have a feeling that this happened
because this patrimony was so huge it goes beyond history and 
not even history has managed to destroy it.

But where have they all gone? When did the exodus start and why?
I don’t know. I am neither a historian nor an economist. But I do
know that the lives of those who constructed the city can still be
found in the stones, in the works that all the “others” are using
today and that “we” want to save as a unique historical find. If the
truth be told, they didn’t take all that much care of it. Neither did
the “others”, let alone “us”. But for “us” the city has always been
there, unfailingly present, a place where it was normal to live, 
a place that could be used without fear, by everyone, perfect and
“ours”.

But let us go back to the black and white: In the swinging Sixties, 
the children would play in the squares and swim in the canals, taking
risks that today are inconceivable, in the splendid absence of their
mothers who were busy tidying up their rented homes and their
fathers who were busy accumulating primary assets and other
things. Furthermore, mothers who, when the children returned
home with their fantastic stockings dirty at the knees and broken
sandals unless “they had been eaten by the fish”, let fly with their 
(in those days) necessary educational smacks. The elderly, both rich
and poor, would always manage to find somewhere quiet along
Riva degli Schiavoni or in the bars a short distance from the centre.

The essential retail trade was managed by men and women 
who were patiently devoted to their everyday work, inescapable
and serene.
Were the swinging Sixties the golden years? No, not at all: the end
of that decade and the one that was to follow were to present
completely different problems. In any case, that was Venice: a place
of the future, not a memory; a place that was both outdated and
eternal; a place of the imagination but an imagination that was 
so fertile and spectacular that only men without religion or utopia
could have created it.

Years of black and white photographs, taken with a Pentax reflex
by a curious, solitary twenty-year old in search of life. Today these
photographs help us understand just “how much water has passed
under the bridge” in a city that was built on water and for which 
it has become increasingly necessary to shout: 

salvemo almanco ‘e piere
[let’s save the stones at least] 

(as a friend of mine would say)

Andrea Grandese
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it could and should have been guided and checked in order to
make sure it was adapted to the general needs of the city; instead, it
was allowed to impose itself on its own, just like water that
penetrates everywhere through the cracks offering the least
resistance, and instead of finding in Venice workers who were
devoted to reinforcing the banks, it found saboteurs intent on
demolishing them all. And politics was divided into those whose
intentions were good but did not dare go against the general trend
and those who built their entire career on it. In the end, tourism
exploded and although one can speak of a general responsibility,
the progressive parties and the mayors they have elected from
1975 on, have governed the city almost non-stop, making them the
most responsible, with the additional aggravation that in the light of
their ideological inspirations and cultural formation they were, or at
least should have been, more aware of the concepts of sustainability
and compatibility.

Now there is no way back because even if we have the solutions to
reduce and control touristic pressure, nobody – even if they
wanted – has the political power to implement them, decreeing the
failure of the “Venetian factory”. Going from big investors to
individual families, too many people have now built their own
fortunes on it, and nobody could be elected in a public position,
evoking an epochal watershed. Those who can, resist and those
who can’t, leave, as is already the case, mourning the loss of that
poor, beautiful Venice of the Sixties that Grandese immortalised in
his photographs.

Silvio Testa
August 2018

venice
normal city

But the big ship here with its beautiful tugboat in front, what is it
doing here in a photograph of the Sixties? Look carefully: it’s called
Cristoforo Colombo. What will these modern (and spoilt) travellers
have discovered? What will their naïve and unknowing minds have
been told about the fragile magic they are about to discover?

I was born in this city. Today it seems that very few can say the
same. In fact, a certain number of people who were born here 
no longer live in Venice, and the opposite can be said for a certain
number of people who weren’t born here. Of course, that’s the
case all over the world, but I don’t think it is experienced as a loss
anywhere else. Not just the total net, the difference between debit
and credit is negative, but even the credit is provisional: a
commercial company would probably have already gone bankrupt.

Do you know Algarve? If you tell a Portuguese that you’ve been
there, they’ll reply: “Ah, Algarve! It isn’t Portugal, you know; the
English took it away!” Maybe, but at least the English are living there,
English, but living there. Whilst in Venice they are all ‘temporary
residents”.

As I was saying, I was born here: it was the beginning of a long
period of peace, luckily one that still continues. I like to think that
25th April 1945 was the day my parents decided to have a child.
Venice, a city that is synonymous with colour, was still black and
white in those days. It was still very similar to what it had been like
for over a century; of course, there was the odd ruin, and here and
there were still sacks that had been used for protection during the
air raids, but the wealth, poverty and pride were still the same. 
Any how, what I found when I was born had been left for me, even
if it was in black and white, by wealthy merchants and great
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